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The Vintage Style Bible may be the go-to resource for all dedicated followers of vintage
fashion.The "Get the Look" feature runs throughout the book offering tips and insider advice
from sizing and caring, to where to buy absolutely help pull off the vintage look today.. Each 10
years includes an introduction to the period, social influences on fashion, key designers and
design icons of the day (think Jackie O, Audrey Hepburn, James Dean..The book looks into the
development of fashion from the 1920s to the 1990s, using clothing catalogues, film posters,
magazine articles and other contemporary advertising to make a fully authentic feel for every 10
years plus through original visuals shows how fashion evolved.).Over 500 previously unpublished
pictures sourced from Wayne's Land of Lost Articles picture library, a unique assortment of
material covering 8 decades of fashion may also be featured. Compiled by the vintage fashion
expert and Red or Dead co-founder, Wayne Hemingway,it is the only full chronological look at
20th century fashion for women and men, as well as a practical guide to buying, styling and
restoring classic clothing.
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Fashion Visual Beauty 1920-1990 Beautiful Book STRONGLY SUGGESTED Hi there, I have to state,
kudos to the author. Fashion doesn't want a religion if that is its bible.5 x 11 hardcover and RED.
I love different. Therefore when I received this beauty of a reserve, all I can say is merely
wow!Heart and soul was literally poured into this beauty of a reserve, literally. Many thanks for
reading! WHO could ask for more.I highly recommend this one if you are at all thinking about
vintage clothing, news from that era or just like looking at fashion. It is a section of background I
myself find most interesting regarding fashion and more. Beautiful color pictures, a lovely size, 8.
I've read other reviews, and ordered it in any case. Red may be the trend popular for 2018!Kudos
to Wayne and Gerardine Hemingway for employment done well. Interesting, honest, history,
research in a single place. The author's certainly know their stuff. Yes I really do! Intensive library
and simply look at my desire list lol. Filled with so much information. Just what a journey. So
many thanks to the authors for this nice book that needs to be on the coffee table at hand at all
times.^= Five Stars Lovely book. Why this publication received detrimental is beyond me. In case
you are a pupil, I'd think this would give you lots of ideas! Fun trip through vintage fashion for
men and women.I am hoping this review can help you decide if you might like love that one. I
sure do. Style, vintage from the 1920x to the 1990s color pictures, fashion style part notes and
the created history. Please read all of the testimonials and make your own decision, good luck!
sincerely, Kat^. Just what a lovely discussion piece, gorgeous prose and lovely images of
yesteryear.I am retired, older, but appreciate fashion sense, learning and more.Is it possible to
tell I love books! I can get better sets of images for each decade by performing a 20 second
google search. I must say i liked how this publication was create, lovely. Great book, awesome
images. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it. Waste of paper Minimal info and goofy graphics. Well
put together. Wonderful, visual pictures, so much details, You can sit and read and look for hours
and discover something of interest. Don't waste materials your time and effort, useless and not a
good guide at all.
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